Book List
DRA 16-18 (I-J)

Benny Bakes A Cake     Eve Rice
The Big Bed          Betty Erickson
Bike Lesson          Stan & Jan Berenstain
The Bunny Hop        Teddy Slater
Charlie Needs a Cloak Tomie DePaola
Dogs                Pat Hutchins
Dragon Gets By       Dav Pilkey
Go Away Dog          Joan Nodset
Good News            Barbara Brenner
Goodnight, Owl!      Pat Hutchins
The Gruff Brothers   William Hooks
Fox at School (series) E.H. Minarik
Poppleton            Cynthia Rylant
Stone Soup           Ann McGovern
Mr. Putter Series    Cynthia Rylant
The Doorbell Rang    Pat Hutchins
And I Mean It Stanley Crosby Bonsall
Fox Be Nimble        James Marshall
Froggy Learns to Swim Jonathan London
Ghosts!              Alvin Schwartz
Granny and the Desperadoes Peggy Parish
Great Day for Up      Dr. Seuss
Harry and the Lady Next Door Gene Zion
Henry and Mudge Series Cynthia Rylant
A Hippopotamus Ate the Teacher Mike Thaler
Jimmy Lee Did It      Pat Cummings
Little Bear Series    Else H. Minarik
Little Blue and Little Yellow Leo Lionni
Monster Manners      Joanna Cole
Airport              Byron Barton
Albert the Albatross  Syd Hoff
All Tutus Should Be Pink Sheri Brownrigg
Alligators All Around Maurice Sendak
Angus and the Cat     Marjorie Flack
Apples and Pumpkins   Ann Rockwell
Are You My Mother?    Philip D. Eastman
Barney’s House      Syd Hoff  
The Bear’s Bicycle     Emilie McLeod  
Ben and the Bear      Chris Riddell  
Bertie the Bear       Pamela Allen  
Big Bad Rex           Betty Erickson  
Big Dog, Little Dog   Philip D. Eastman  
Busy Buzzing Bumblebees  Alvin Schwartz  
Fat Cat               Jack Kent  
Father Bear Comes Home Else H. Minarik  
The Friendly Crocodile Monica Hiris  
Hattie and the Fox    Mem Fox  
Hiccups for Elephant  James Preller  
Hide-and-Seek with Grandpa Rob Lewis  
It’s Not Easy Being a Bunny Marilyn Sadler  
Just Like Everyone Else Karla Kuskin  
Leo the Late Bloomer  Robert Kraus  
Liar, Liar Pants on Fire Miriam Cohen  
Mice at Bat           Kelly Oechsli  
Mrs. Brice’s Mice     Syd Hoff  
The Napping House      Don & Audrey Wood  
Noisy Nora            Rosemary Wells  
The Quilt              Ann Jonas  
Silly Times with Two Silly Trolls Nancy Jewell  
Small Pig              Arnold Lobel  
Addie’s Bad Day       Joan Robins  
Ask Mr. Bear          Marjorie Flack  
Better Than TV        Sara Swan Miller  
Camp Big Paw          Doug Cushman  
The Color Wizard      Barbara Brenner  
Danny and the Dinosaur Syd Hoff  
The Elephant and the Bad Baby Sarah Hayes  
Fraidy Cats           Stephen Krensky  
Ghosts!               Alvin Schwartz  
The House that Jack Built Rodney Peppe  
I Love to Sneeze      Ellen Schecter  
I Saw You in the Bathtub Alvin Schwartz  
Jake and the Copycats  Joanne Rocklin  
Kenny and the Little Kickers Claudio Mareollo  
Meg and Mog            Helen Nicoll  
The Mystery of the Missing Dog Elizabeth Levy
This page provides lists of best-selling individual books and book series to date and in any language. “Best selling” refers to the estimated number of copies sold of each book, rather than the number of books printed or currently owned. Comics and textbooks are not included in this list. The books are listed according to the highest sales estimate as reported in reliable, independent sources. This list is incomplete because there are many books, such as The Count of Monte Cristo by Alexandre Dumas.
Looking for good books to read? This reading list shares the best books of all-time organized by category. You'll find many great book recommendations.


The Best Books: Recommended Reading List. The page is a reading list sharing the best books to read in various categories based on many hours of reading and research. You’ll find more than 100 good books to read, organized by category.

Book List Challenges. 54K likes. Make lists of books and challenge your friends with them.

See more of Book List Challenges on Facebook. Log In. or. Create New Account. See more of Book List Challenges on Facebook. Log In. Forgotten account?